INTBODUCTIOJI
Agriculture throughout the world is passing through
one of those periods of depression to which the Industry
is periodically subject, and Trinidad Planters will agree
th2t Cacao farming is no exception to the general condition#
The Survey instigated by Professor Shephard has had as its
object the examination of the various factors which attend
the success or failure of the Industry, with a view to
finding possible remedies or, at least, to point out lines
of action which will enable the Industry to regain its
feet in the shortest possible time.

Over-production is

undoubtedly the cause of the general depression.

The

remarkable rise in exports of Cacao from the Gold Coast
within recent years has threatened the security oi pro
ducers of superior grades.

Two lines of action are

thus open to the Trinidad planter;-

he can allow his

Ustate to lapse into West Africarrstandards of cultivation,
but even then his production costs would almost certainly
be higher, or, he can maintain or even improve on his
present high grade produce, believing rightly that a
market will always exist for superior quality.

But a

premium exists at present for his superior,grades and
so does the depression.

Better prices he may hope for,

but he can never afford to sit and wait till that happy
day comes along.

By more efficient marketing he may

secure a greater return to himself, but a more hopeful
line is to reduce the cost of production.

More econom

ic production may result from a curtailed expenditure
per acre where capital and labour are not applied to
unprofitable operations and when the dose actually
applied is distributed in the proper proportions.

To

what degree of intensity is Cacao farmed in the Island?

-

2

-

Can the Planter, by cultural operations, reduce his cost
per hag through obtaining a higher yield per unit of
area?

This latter possibility it is now proposed to

study with the help of data collected from 171 represent
ative farms.

VARIETIES & YIELDS
The Cacao tree belongs to the family £torculiaceae,
genus Theobroma.

Very broadly, two varieties are grown

in Trinidad, Criollo and Porastero, but each "variety"
results from a mixture of many sub-varieties so that
distinction between the two classes is often difficult
and classification is impossible.

Yield will vary with

variety and the tendency in Trinidad now is to favour a
dark red, fairly smooth variety of the Porastero type.
In the more recently formed estates of the Southern District
this type is predominant.
The average number of pickets per acre in the 1/1 farms
surveyed, works out at 279.

This means an average planting

distance of just over 12'xl2'.

12'xl2» is the common plant

ing distance, but work at River Estate tends to show that
wider spacing, especially on the good soils, would be
attended by better results.
of the poor bearer.

Then, too, comes the question

In any plantation it is recognised

that some trees are naturally heavy bearers, but few planters
will agree that 20 to 50# of his trees bear so poorly that
they are unprofitable, but such are the conclusions of River
Estate workers.

The question of replacement of the poor

bearer is a difficult one.

The plant breeder aims at im

provement by budding on wood from recognised heavy bearers,
but a heavy bearer may fail entirely to transmit this de
sirable character to its budded offspring.

The practical

and economic aspects of this problem can only be considered
when the Breeder has solved his problem.

